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LOI Form

LOI
If you would like to complete this Letter of Intent in Word first and copy your answers over later, use the 
following link: Download LOI

The rubric that will be used to score your Letter of Intent can be found here: Download LOI Rubric

Please pay attention to character limits while working on your draft. These limits include spaces.

Organization Name* 
Neighborly Care Network, Inc.

Project Name* 
Create a brief name for this large capital project. This is how it will appear throughout the PCF grant portal.

Relocating Neighborly Care Network Operations Center

EIN* 
591218100

Incorporation Year* 
What year did your organization incorporate? This will be the year listed on your determination letter from the 
Internal Revenue Service.

1966

Organizational Mission Statement* 
What is your organization’s mission statement? This should be no longer than one or two sentences.

Improved health, wellness, and independent living for individuals and their families

Unique Entity ID (SAM) 
Please provide your organization's Unique Entity ID number. This is a specific number used by the federal 
government to identify your organization.This is different from a DUNS number, which the federal government no 
longer uses.
If you do not have a Unique Entity ID number, you can create an account on SAM.gov and apply for one here (it is 
free and may take 3-4 days for approval): https://sam.gov/content/home

https://pinellascf.org/wp-content/uploads/Large-Projects-LOI-Word-Version-ARPA-Nonprofit-Capital-Project-Fund.docx
https://pinellascf.org/wp-content/uploads/Large-Projects-LOI-Rubric-ARPA-Nonprofit-Capital-Project-Fund.pdf
https://sam.gov/content/home
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This field is optional as to not stop a qualifying organization from applying. HOWEVER, a Unique Entity ID number 
will be required if your organization is approved for a grant. Your organization should apply for a number now if it 
does not yet have one.

Character Limit: 12

JENTM5ERFHL5

Annual Operating Budget Size* 
Please provide the amount of your annual operating budget (expenditures only) for your entire organization.

$10,189,006.00

Amount Requested* 
The maximum grant amount is $5 million. You may request up to 5% for grant administration, project 
management, and other indirect costs. Please be sure your indirect cost rate is represented in the figure you put 
below.

Note: You will be required to upload a more detailed budget if you are approved for the full application stage. You 
will need to also attach any bids, estimates, and agreements with contractors or other vendors in relation to the 
proposed project.

$1,000,000.00

Does the total project cost exceed the amount your organization is requesting?* 
Please note: Answering "Yes" will cause additional questions to load later in this application.

Examples
ABC Childcare is seeking funding for a new playground. ABC Childcare is asking PCF to fund $150,000 for certain 
equipment, and will seek other funding and donations for the remaining $20,000 of the playground. ABC Childcare 
would select "Yes" for this question.

Better Tomorrow, a mental health provider, is looking to expand their counseling center by two rooms to meet 
increased service demand arising from the pandemic. Better Tomorrow has secured $25,000 in private 
contributions, and wants to request the remaining $125,000 in this grant. Better Tomorrow would select "Yes" for 
this question.

DBE Food Pantry is seeking funding for a new HVAC unit for their pantry, and is requesting $40,000 from PCF to 
cover the entire cost. DBE Food Pantry would select "No" for this question.

Yes

Parent Non-Profit/Subsidiaries* 
If your organization has a parent non-profit that has multiple subsidiaries, will multiple subsidiaries be applying in 
this process?
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Example
Better Tomorrow is the parent non-profit of three organizations. Two of those organizations want to apply in this 
process. Both would select "Yes" on this question.

No

Request Specifics
Organization Programming Background* 
Please describe the programming your organization offers to the community and the length of time it has been 
doing so. That is, what does your organization do and how long has it been doing it?

Our purpose is to provide nutritious food and vital socialization to seniors in order to improve their health 
and reduce premature institutionalization.  We do this with Meals on Wheels, Senior Cafes, Adult Day Care, 
and Transportation Services to thousands of senior citizens.  Volunteers started our organization and 
volunteers continue to fuel its service to our elders, especially supporting seniors in their desire to remain 
safely at home and avoid premature institutionalization.

For over 50 years, we have pioneered innovative services to enhance our clients’ way of life.  We have served 
31 million meals to over 150,000 clients. Neighborly is as determined as ever to help seniors stay healthy and 
engaged.  

Neighborly volunteers offer nutritious meals, encouragement, and reassurance to the most vulnerable, 
isolated, and homebound seniors in Pinellas County.  A senior who receives daily-delivered meals experiences 
the greatest improvements in health and quality of life compared to a senior who receives frozen, weekly-
delivered meals or no meals at all. (Brown University’s Center for Gerontology and Healthcare Research).  Our 
own surveys reveal how critical the volunteer interaction is to the client.

Neighborly’s Transportation Program provides specially equipped vehicles to take seniors to medical 
facilities, adult day care centers, Senior Cafes, grocery stores, etc.  Our screened drivers provide 
transportation to need-appropriate Pinellas County residents sixty years of age and older.  We are proud of 
our professional and patient drivers who treat our clients with kindness.

Adult Day Care staff members combine their expertise in geriatrics with the caring and compassion to assist 
clients throughout the day. The team monitors the health status of the participants; designs daily activities to 
enhance cognitive and physical functioning; offers opportunities for socialization; and implements daily 
activities providing personal care to the participants.

Community Need* 
Please describe the community need that exists for your programming. If you are able to cite quantitative, local 
data, that will strengthen your proposal.

Please describe the community need that exists for your programming. If you are able to cite quantitative, 
local data, that will strengthen your proposal.
There are 335,442 persons age 60+ who reside in Pinellas County, comprising 34% of the total county 
population. The aged 85+ population accounts for 4% of the total population and 10% of the 60+ population.
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Of those ages 60 and older in Pinellas County, 9% or 31,159, aged 60+ individuals are low income (income 
below 125% of the poverty guideline) and 9% have incomes below the poverty level. More than 80,000 live 
alone.

The minority elderly population equaling 41,846 represents 12% of the county’s age 60+ population. Of that 
41,846, LOW INCOME minority residents over age 60 equal 30,515 residing in Pinellas County. By ethnicity, 
individuals who are aged 60+ and identify as Hispanic make up 12,547 or 4% of the total 60+ population. 
(2021 Florida County Profile, Florida Department of Elder Affairs).

All Neighborly clients are Pinellas County residents and at least 60 years old.

In 2021 our clients were 61% are female and 39% are male. 61% are low-income or living near or below the 
poverty level. 16% are African American, 63% Caucasian, 6% Hispanic and 14% Other. We gather 
demographic information when applicants are assessed. Please note that the percentage of clients we serve in 
these targeted populations exceed those of the whole of Pinellas County, indicating our continued success 
with reaching those neighborhoods and their older residents who have experienced inequitable access to 
adequate healthcare, healthy and affordable food, and lack of suitable transportation.

Negative Economic Impact* 
The following question is the keystone of a strong application in this process. If your organization cannot 
demonstrate a negative economic impact from the pandemic, your application will not qualify for committee 
review. If you are uncertain about what constitutes negative economic impact or how to demonstrate it, please 
contact PCF staff for technical assistance.

Describe your organization’s negative economic impact arising from the COVID-19 pandemic. Examples could 
include:

• A reduction in revenue from 2019 to 2020

• Inflationary pressures

• Increases in demand for services that have not been compensated for through new revenue

• The use of reserves for unbudgeted expenses since the onset of the pandemic, and such use of reserves 
has prevented the purchase of capital assets

• A need for capital assets to offset community need for which your organization does not have the 
resources to purchase due to the negative economic harm from the pandemic

• A need for additional capital assets to adapt operations to accommodate health and safety guidelines by 
the CDC

• Growth in restricted pandemic-related revenue that does not permit capital asset acquisition

Note: If you are applying for both a Small Purchase and Large Project, you may reuse the answer for this question 
PROVIDED THAT the negative economic impact is relevant to both requests.

The negative economic impact from the COVID 19 pandemic on Neighborly's services was a significant 
reduction in the revenue of our Adult Day Care and Transportation programs in both immediate and longer- 
term recovery, because senior citizens were especially anxious about going out in public with other at-risk 
seniors. While, we did receive CARES money and support from Area Agency on Aging to meet the dramatic 
increased need for home-delivered meals, the available funding fell short of the actual costs.
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Inflationary pressures have been dramatic. Our pay scales are fairly typical for a nonprofit but we could not 
compete with even fast food chains. Our staff turnover increased along with the related costs of onboarding, 
followed by the recent expensive trend of the background-checked, drug-screened new hires not reporting 
for work. Skyrocketing fuel costs threaten the continuation of 8000 trips to Neighborly programs, medical 
appointments, and grocery shopping every month. Serving 695,428 meals in 2022 is costing a great deal 
more than in 2021.

We estimate the total loss of revenue since COVID is $800,000 in both 2020 and 2021. Pandemic-related 
funding for Neighborly programs were only to provide more of the same services at pre-pandemic-related 
costs of unit reimbursement. None of this "revenue" addressed the increased costs of providing services, the 
loss of revenues, the re-purposing of staff, maintaining costs for utilities at unused program locations and 
Meals on Wheels distribution sites, preventing layoffs (post PPP loan), and capital improvements.

There has been some increase in unit reimbursement costs, but only within the same level of funding. This 
produces relief in the short run but not for the whole year. For example, we will spend all Older American Act 
dollars for Adult Day Care by October 1, requiring us to restrict available days of care for especially 
vulnerable seniors with varying dementias, requiring caregivers to find and pay for expensive alternatives.

As for Neighborly’s reserves, in the past two years we have taken out an SBA loan of $150,000, a $500,000 
line of credit, and over $1 million from our reserves to ensure our isolated and vulnerable seniors were 
served. Necessary projects such as 30+ year old roofs needing replacement, outdated financial software 
needing updating/replacing, and vehicle replacement have all been put on indefinite hold. Delaying this work 
has only increased our risks and the related costs.

Proposal Description* 

The American Rescue Plan Act requires a request that is reasonable and proportional to the level of economic 

impact your organization experienced. This means the request you describe below should not be greater than the 

economic harm your organization has suffered.

Please describe your project proposal and address the following:

• What project will be undertaken with these funds?

• What is the estimated lifespan of the project/property improvement?

• How does it address the negative economic harm you described in the previous question?
We will purchase and/building to renovate or build out to house administration services, a congregate dining 
site, and transportation services.  Should we find adequate space we will build a kitchen to prepare our home-
delivered meals.

This will be our permanent location

In 2019, we decided to move our Adult Day Center from our Administration building near Feather Sound to a 
church on 54th Avenue South in St. Pete so that we could be closer to more of our Adult Day Care clients.  We 
no longer needed a third of our space and after thoughtful consideration decided to sell the building look for a 
more suitable location.

The building was sold in January of 2020.  We consolidated our offices to one floor and became tenants while 
we explored other options.  COVID hit and we halted the search as we dealt with the pandemic.  The long 
period of remote-working radically changed the new owner’s planned use for the building and is for sale 
again.  
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Had COVID not happened it is likely we would already be in a new building closer to our clients and we would 
not be spending $ 12,500 each month in rent.

Number Served* 
How many people will directly benefit from this capital project annually?

4481

Unduplicated vs. Duplicated* 
Is the number indicated above duplicated or unduplicated?
Duplicated: A client is counted each time they access services
Unduplicated: A client is counted once, regardless of the number of times they access services

Example: ABC Food Bank operates two mobile food pantries, one in Clearwater and one in St. Petersburg. Taylor, a 
Pinellas County resident, goes to both food pantries. If ABC Food Bank counts Taylor's visit TWICE, it is duplicated. 
If ABC Food Bank counts Taylor's visit ONCE, it is unduplicated.

Unduplicated

Other (Explanation Required) 
If you selected "Other" in the previous question, please explain how your organization determined the number of 
clients that will benefit from the proposed capital project.

Rent vs. Own* 
Does your organization rent or own the property for which you are proposing modifications?
Note: Selecting "Rent" will cause more questions to load below.

Own

Guiding Principles - Client Impact* 
The American Rescue Plan Act, which provides the funding for this grant program, aims to ensure an equitable 
recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. The term “equity” is defined as:

The consistent and systematic fair, just, and impartial treatment of all individuals, including individuals who 
belong to underserved communities that have been denied such treatment, such as Black, Latino, and 
Indigenous and Native American persons, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders and other persons of color; 
members of religious minorities; lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ+) persons; persons with 
disabilities; persons who live in rural areas; and persons otherwise adversely affected by persistent poverty or 
inequality.

One of the guiding principles of this fund is that it will apply a lens of equity to ensure the needs of specified 
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priority populations are met.

Will this project benefit the community members defined above that have experienced disproportionate negative 
impacts from the COVID-19 pandemic? If so, how?

This will benefit the community members defined above that experienced disproportionate negative impacts 
from the pandemic. As evidenced by moving our Adult Day Center to St Petersburg, we want to be closer to 
the senior we serve. We believe we strengthen any neighborhood where we have a presence.   

According to the 2018 Pinellas County Community Health Assessment, food insecurity, and senior isolation 
are important health issues. About 11% of Florida households are food insecure, and 9% of older adults over 
age 65 are living in poverty and are food insecure. Older adults who live alone are more at risk. Many older 
adults no longer drive and cite the lack of safe and affordable transportation is a barrier to obtaining food or 
other essential services.

Furthermore, according to the National Council on Aging regarding the Potential Financial Impacts of the 
COVID-19 Pandemic on Minority Older Adults: While older adults suffer declines in net wealth during large 
and unanticipated economic downturns, as evidenced by the 2008 crisis, minority older adults, specifically, 
"experience significant declines in financial well-being". Not surprisingly, there are major differences both 
within and across these groups, however the Hispanic population is expected to experience the most 
dramatic declines in total net wealth. Their lower and relatively non-growing household income, coupled 
with higher homeownership rates than African Americans, make them particularly vulnerable to these 
economic swings.

The minority elderly population in Pinellas is 12% but more than 20% of Neighborly clients are Minority 
Older Adults, demonstrating that we are reaching those who have experienced significant declines in financial 
well-being.

Client surveys continue to show their appreciation for our Senior Dining, Meals on Wheels, Pantry Delivery, 
Adult Day Care and Transportation services. These programs help seniors maintain wellness and 
independence and avoid premature institutionalization.

Community Connection
The American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) prioritizes organizations that either have headquarters or carry out the 
majority of their operations inside Qualified Census Tracts (QCTs). QCTs are a standard method of identifying 
communities with a large proportion of low-income residents. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development determines what areas qualify as QCT. 

To assess if your organization serves or is headquartered in a QCT, use the following link: 
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sadda/sadda_qct.html

In the top right-hand corner, choose the state of Florida and Pinellas County. Then on the left-hand side of the 
screen, click the box next to “Color QCT Qualified Tracts.” The QCT zones are denoted in purple. You can also map 
your address by adding it into the address box at the top to see if your location is inside the zones.

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sadda/sadda_qct.html
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Below, please provide the location of your operations and the location of your headquarters, if different.

Headquarters Location* 
Please provide your organization's headquarters address as it appears on your Sunbiz account. To check your 
Sunbiz registration, you may search here: https://dos.myflorida.com/sunbiz/search/

13945 Evergreen Avenue, Clearwater, FL 33762

QCT Determination - Headquarters* 
Is this organization headquartered in a QCT?

https://dos.myflorida.com/sunbiz/search/
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No

Project Location* 
Please provide the address or intersection where the property being modified is.

To be determined

QCT Determination - Project* 
Is this organization's project in a QCT?

No

QCT Impact* 
PCF understands that just because a project may not be located in a Qualified Census Tract, those who reside in 
one may access your services and may come to the location where your organization's project will take place.

• If applicable, please describe if you have clients that reside in a QCT as indicated on the map linked above, 
and the proportion of your clients that come from these areas.

• If your organization does not serve clients from a QCT, you can write "Not Applicable" below.

The county needed our previous location for the airport and offered our present location for our 
administration office. When COVID hit we were looking for a more suitable, mid-county location closer to 
people we serve.

Four of our Senior Cafes are in Qualified Census Tracts. Our nine Meals on Wheels distribution sites serve the 
entire county. We have uploaded our site map and an illustration of where our meal delivery occurs across 
the county.

QCT Determination - Clients* 
Does this organization's project benefit residents of QCTs?

Further determination required

This section aims to capture general demographic data about your organization and to see how you engage 
with and represent the community you serve. PCF has generalized the demographic data questions more than 
it has in other processes because of the public nature of this process. PCF understands that identity disclosure 
can be a sensitive matter and wants to respect your organization's board and staff. If your organization feels 
comfortable sharing more detailed demographic information, it may do so in the "Community Representation 
and Connection" section.
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Community Representation and Connection* 
Describe how your organization is representative of, or has authentic connections to, the community your 
proposal seeks to serve. You can list other community-based organizations that work on programming with you 
and/or list examples of your work within this community.

Describe how your organization is representative of, or has authentic connections to, the community your 
proposal seeks to serve. You can list other community-based organizations that work on programming with 
you and/or list examples of your work within this community.
Neighborly effectively utilizes community and neighborhood assets and resources. Seniors enjoy a nutritious 
meal at our Senior Cafes, and 5 of our 8 senior dining sites are co-located within community centers, 
providing access to members of the community who provide legal assistance, senior advocacy, classes and 
social activities.

Neighborly collaborates with various groups in our service to seniors. Each month we work with St. Pete Free 
Clinic, Daystar Life Center, Hope Villages (formerly RCS Food Bank), and Feast Pantry to provide 
supplemental groceries to our senior dining folks.

Four of our Senior Cafes are in Qualified Census Tracts. Our nine Meals on Wheels distribution sites serve the 
entire county.

We are collaborating with Evara (formerly Community Health Centers of Pinellas County) to bring their 
services directly to our clients while they are attending our programs. Pinellas County sponsors our efforts to 
remove clients from our Meals on Wheels Waiting List. Our Transportation Department partners with the 
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) on the Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) program. We work 
with the Area Agency on Aging to improve and increase services to seniors all over the county.

Last but not least, 1002 volunteers served Neighborly clients in 2021. Meals on Wheels drivers not only 
deliver a meal and encouragement, they are doing a well-check with each delivery. Our drivers, who get to 
know the clients, now have the ability to report a Change of Condition in real time. THAT is a “Care Network” 
with roots everywhere in the county.

Our goal is to continue to expand our services to eliminate hunger and isolation for seniors in Pinellas County

Leadership Demographics - CEO/Executive Director* 
Does your CEO/Executive Director consider themselves a member of one or more of the following populations? 
Check all that apply. 

• BIPOC defined as Black, Latino, and Indigenous and Native American persons, Asian Americans and Pacific 
Islanders and other persons of color

• LGBTQ+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer+)

• Neurodiverse/physically disabled

None of the above

Leadership Demographics - Executive Level Leadership Team* 
Does your executive leadership team consider themselves a member of one or more of the following populations? 
Check all that apply. 
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• BIPOC defined as Black, Latino, and Indigenous and Native American persons, Asian Americans and Pacific 
Islanders and other persons of color

• LGBTQ+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer+)

• Neurodiverse/physically disabled

BIPOC
LGBTQ+
Declined to State

Leadership Demographics - Board Membership* 
Do your board members consider themselves a member of one or more of the following populations? Check all 
that apply. 

• BIPOC defined as Black, Latino, and Indigenous and Native American persons, Asian Americans and Pacific 
Islanders and other persons of color

• LGBTQ+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer+)

• Neurodiverse/physically disabled

BIPOC
Declined to State

Cost Difference
Estimated Total Project Cost* 
Please specify the total cost of this capital project.

Example: ABC Childcare is seeking funding for a new playground. ABC Childcare is asking PCF to fund $20,000 for 
certain equipment, and will seek other funding and donations for the remaining $150,000 of the playground, for a 
total project cost of $170,000. ABC Childcare would put $170,000 below.

$3,200,000.00

Cost Difference* 
How does your organization plan to cover the cost of this project beyond the amount requested in this LOI? Please 
also specify if your organization can carry out the potential ARPA-funded portion of this project without other 
funding being secured.

The lack of ARPA funding will severely impact our ability to obtain the desired site, size and condition of 
property to build or remodel.
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Financial Overview
Budget Summary* 
Please provide a brief sketch of the categories of expenses and the costs needed for your project. If your 
organization is requesting compensation for indirect costs, be sure to note the percentage (up to 5%) and dollar 
amount below.

If you are invited to complete the full application, you will be asked to upload current verifiable bids, proposals, 
price lists [from your potential vendor(s)] from the past 60 days. If a contractor has already been selected for a 
construction project for which you are requesting funding, you will need to upload their bid. You are strongly 
encouraged to collect any remaining bids, proposals, and price lists shortly after submitting this LOI.

Budget Summary for either
A. Land & Building with Renovations 
    OR
B. Land & Construction
Estimated total cost by source:
$2,000,000 State appropriation received July 2022
$1,000,000 Pinellas County ARPA funding request
$   200,000 Local Match
$3,200,000 TOTAL

Projected Costs for A  or  B

A.  Land & Building with Renovations 
Land/Building $1,500,000
Land Alone    n/a
Renovation $1,000,000
Construction    n/a
Design/Arch./Permits $125,000
Equipment    $200,000
Continency (10%)    $250,000
Indirect Costs (5%)    $125,000
TOTAL  $3,200,000  

B. Land & Construction
Land/Building            n/a
Land Alone  $  500,000
Renovation    n/a
Construction  $2,000,000
Design/Arch./Permits$125,000
Equipment  $ 200,000
Continency (10%)  $ 250,000
Indirect Costs (5%)  $ 125,000
TOTAL $3,200,000  

Project Preparedness* 
If your letter of intent is approved, you will have 30 days to submit a full proposal. This will require multiple 
estimates/bids for your project that detail the costs you've sketched out above from potential contractors that 
would do the actual work.
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Where are you in the planning process for the implementation of this project? Please describe your organization’s 
readiness for this project including your ability to collect bids and select contractors and/or vendors. If you have 
already selected a contractor for the project, you will need to describe how that contractor was chosen.

Example
Better Tomorrow has spoken with contractors about their counseling center expansion project, but has only 
sought one proposal from a contractor. Better Tomorrow would describe so below, having sketched out the costs 
in the previous question. Better Tomorrow would indicate its plan to obtain more quotes/bids upon submitting 
this LOI.

Community Arts 'R Us has begun construction on its new arts center, as it had secured 75% of the funding for it 
before the pandemic. Therefore, a contractor has already been selected, and is looking to obtain the funding 
necessary to complete the project. Below, Community Arts 'R Us would explain it has a cost proposal ready to 
upload from their selected contractor, and is ready to carry out the rest of the project if funding is awarded.

We have already received state support of $2 million.  We have discussed available properties with the 
county.  We have begun the land/building search in desired areas (close to clients, on bus routes). We have 
retained a project manager.  We have not formally selected a contractor yet. We have also been working with 
a local construction company on another project that has strong ties to the community.

Other Funding Sources* 
Please describe any other funding not already mentioned that your organization has applied for or obtained for 
this project. This includes but is not limited to Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), local government 
grants (including Tourist Development Council funding), foundation grants, and donors (you do not need to 
disclose donor identities, simply amount raised that is allocated to this project). This includes any matching grants 
or in-kind contributions you may have obtained.

If none, please write N/A.

We have a state appropriation of $2,000,000.

Changes in Operating Costs* 
Please answer this question based on the descriptions below:

• If this project increases ongoing operational costs (programmatic, operating maintenance or other costs), 
how will you compensate for the difference?

• If this project decreases ongoing operating costs, how will it do so?

• If this project does not affect operating costs, please note so below.

This project will decrease operating costs because 
* We will no longer be paying rent, saving us $150,000 annually.
* The new Senior Cafe (which will also be rent free) will be closer to people who need it and may not require 
our buses to transport them.
* The opportunity to prepare our meals on site could save us $700,000each year.
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Fund Management Capacity* 
Please describe your organization’s capacity to manage these potential ARPA funds in terms of fiscal management 
and financial infrastructure.

This includes, but is not limited to, the use of accounting software that can track a general ledger and multiple 
accounts and the ability to work on a reimbursement-basis.

The inability to handle a reimbursement-basis grant does not disqualify your organization from applying.

We have a $10,000,000 annual budget, have had clean audits for the last three years, and we managed over $1 
million dollars of CARES money.

Additional Information
Additional Upload 
If you have something else to share, you can upload it here in PDF format.

Please note: Due to limitation of this grants system, the upload field will not carry over to the full application if 
you are moved forward to the full application phase. You will need to upload this file again if you are moved 
forward in the process.

Elder Needs and Neighborly Site Maps.pdf

Anything else to share? 
If you have any details to share regarding this grant request, you may do so below.

The Elder Need Index, part of the 2021 Profile of Older Americans from the Florida Department of Elder 
Affairs, illustrates the needs of our client base. We have also attached a map of Neighborly sites in Pinellas 
County. From these sites we served 695,428 meals to vulnerable seniors in 2021.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Elder Needs and Neighborly Site Maps.pdf
 






